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Is it a great grill? Is it a great table? Is it great fun? The new Quadra from ibbq is all of the above ... [+] IBBQ
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Memorial Day Weekend is the unofficial start of backyard cooking season, 
and for many of us that means entertaining. Entertaining in turn, means a 
chance to show off, and face it, everyone wants to impress their guests. One 
way to do that is with the food. Another is with the hardware itself, giving 
your neighborhood a bad case of grill envy.

I write regularly on the topic of grills and smokers here at Forbes and 
elsewhere, but today I am focusing on some statement models, those that 
will widen the eyes of innocent onlookers while performing at a very high 
level for you, both at parties and for everyday use. A couple of my long-time 
favorites in their categories have all new models out this year and have 
gotten better than ever, while there are some standbys you just can’t pass up.

Let’s start with a visual stunner that is as good for blowing minds as it for 
using every day.
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ibbq invented the "Table Grill" category with its Angara design, featuring two independent gas grills down the center
JERRY WATSON
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Quadra by ibbq: This innovative company, ibbq, basically invented the 
new category of “table grills,” which are just what they sound like, tables with 
built-in grills. Think of a more refined patio take on going out to eat at a 
cook-it-yourself Korean barbecue restaurant. I love their original model, the 
Angara, a rectangular table with benches down either side, like a very fancy 
picnic table. Depending on the version, it contains either two (Angara) or 
three (Angara Maximus) independent linear 15,000 BTU gas (LP or natural) 
grills running down the center. Whether one chef is cooking it all or you do 
something like burgers or skewers where everyone can cook their own, it gets 
the whole table in on the action close up and personal, letting you just reach 
out in front of you while seated and comfortably cook in the middle while 
conversation goes on uninterrupted. Each grill is separate and adjustable, 
which allows for 2-3 zones at different temperatures. It’s both a brilliant 
concept and a showstopper, made of insect and weather resistant (and 
gorgeous) tigerwood (or for the Maximus, fancy Burmese Teak) with a 
powder-coated steel frame. Everything, from the table itself to the grills, is 
very heavy duty, and the latter is easily disassembled for quick clean up - the 
heavy-duty stainless-steel grates even go in the dishwasher. There is even a 
matching wooden gas tank enclosure that sits at one end of the table, keeping 
everything neat and doubling a staging serving area.
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The top of the line three-grill Angara Maximus model is the same one that Angelina Jolie and NFL Colts Coach Frank Reich have in their homes
Glen Tuscan

https://www.ibbq.com/
https://www.ibbq.com/collections/grill/products/angara
https://www.ibbq.com/collections/grill/products/angara-maximus
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The Angara is so revolutionary that some tropical resorts have added them 
commercially as a restaurant feature, an upcoming San Diego-area 
restaurant is planned around them, and British Vogue recently 
photographed superstar Angelina Jolie with her kids eating at her Maximus 
at her California home. Depending on the size (up to an eight-seater) and 
configuration, the Angara/Angara Maximus runs $6,499-$18,999.

There is very little not to like about the Angara, except that it is big, heavy 
and on the pricey side. If you have the room and budget, it is a backyard 
showstopper, perfect for a pool patio. But this year ibbq made its table grill 
concept accessible to many more backyards with the Quadra, a smaller,

The just released Quadra by ibbq puts grilling table technology in a smaller footprint and lower price point.

square table with one larger square grill in the middle. It still seats eight
comfortably or four luxuriously, one to two per side (over four feet), on
optional matching benches or your own patio chairs. The grill has two
independent burner zones and the tank conceals in the pedestal base, giving
you an awesome grill table in a small footprint. The stainless-steel grill cover
instantly converts it into an outdoor patio table for everyday use - it’s perfect
for poker after dinner. It’s light enough and preassembled enough so that
you can easily assemble it yourself - it took me longer to take off all the
protective packaging than to actually put together, far easier than the typical
big box store gas grill. The table surface is maintenance-free synthetic wood
that cleans up easily. It’s as simple to use as any gas grill, meaning you can
fire it up for as little as hot dogs for two or after dinner s’mores even when
you’re not cooking outside. This is a brand-new product that makes an
entirely new kind of outdoor living possible, that you can use every day, that
will raise impressed eyebrows, and at $4,499 it’s competitive with high-end
gas grills that you cannot sit at or eat on.
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